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Valuation 

=	Normalisa+on	and	weigh+ng	(as	defined	in	ISO	14040)	
	
Purpose	(ISO	14040):		
Facilita;ng	comparisons	across	different	environmental	midpoint	
impact	categories,	by	applying	weights	(values)	that	reflect	their	
rela;ve	importance	
	
When	to	use?		
When	op;ons	score	best	on	different	impact	categories.	Without	
valua;on	it	becomes	impossible	to	recommend	the	best	decision.		
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Marginal versus moral values 

§  Here:	Marginal	values,	i.e.	values	applied	in	trade-offs	between	
alterna;ve	resource	alloca;ons	(example:	inves;ng	1	million	
EUR	more	in	educa;on,	nature	conserva;on,	or	health	care)	

§  Not	Moral	values,	i.e.	values	that	cannot	be	subject	to	quan;fied	
measurement	and	trade-offs	(examples:	democracy,	human	life	
as	such,	nature	as	a	whole,	sustainability	as	an	objec;ve)	
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Whose values? 

§  Valua;on	is	anthropocentric	
–  supports	human	decision-making	
–  by	those	who	can	express	values	
–  Does	not	necessarily	imply	a	low	valua;on	of	nature	
–  Can	be	considered	explicitly	when	designing	valua;on	methods	

§  Specifically	affected,	vulnerable	groups?	
–  Informed	consent	(parallel	to	minority	protec;on	in	democracy)?	

§  Equal	weight	to	the	values	of	each	individual?	
–  Especially	relevant	in	the	context	of	sustainability	
–  U;lity-weigh;ng	can	be	applied,	so	that	each	addi;onal	unit	of	
u;lity	is	weighted	equally	across	individuals,	or	at	least	the	same	
impact	weighted	equally	across	all	levels	of	income	
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Individual versus group values 

§  Classical	valua;on	techniques	can	take	into	account	the	(group)	
context	of	the	solicited	individual	values	
–  Nevertheless,	the	values	of	the	group	as	a	whole	are	s;ll	seen	as	the	sum	

of	the	individual	values	
§  Well-defined	preferences	may	not	exist	prior	to	the	process	of	value	

solicita;on.	Group	interac;on	may	play	an	important	role	in	
developing	latent	preferences.	

§  Delibera;ve	valua;on	can:	
–  Reduce	design	biases	and	validate	survey	result	
–  Increase	the	interpreta;ve	and	explanatory	depth	of	the	results	
–  Reduce	non-par;cipa;on	due	to	incommensurability	arguments	

§  But:	
–  Heavy	on	resources	and	;me	
–  Can	influence	of	power-rela;onships	be	adequately	eliminated?	
  Representa;veness	of	the	results	may	be	challenged	
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Rationality of valuation 

§  Valua;on	methods	assume	ra;onal,	u;lity-maximising	behaviour	
§  Behavioural	economics	show	that	people	do	not	exhibit	this	

ra;onal	behaviour,	but	are	influenced	by	the	framing	(contextual	
and	informa;onal	se]ng)	of	the	decision	situa;on	

§  By	making	such	biases	explicit,	it	is	possible	to	control	and	adjust	
for	them	in	survey	design	

§  Examples:		
–  Endowment	effect:	Losses	weighted	higher	than	gains	
–  Non-linear	probability	weigh;ng:	Large	singular	instances	
systema;cally	over-weighted	

–  Anchoring:	Bias	towards	the	first	presented	op;on	
–  Past	and	current	condi;ons	dominate	values	of	future	
–  Confirma;on	bias:	Say	what	you	think	others	want	you	to	
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The concept of marginal damage 

	Damage 	 	 	 	Marginal	damage	
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The concept of targets 

§  Targets	are	quan;fied	objec;ves	specified	to	be	achieved	at	a	
par;cular	point	in	;me	

§  Targets	are	used	to	transform	a	general	objec;ve	into	specific	
ac;ons	that	needs	to	be	taken	to	achieve	the	objec;ve	

§  In	policy-making	and	in	management,	targets	play	important	
roles,	both	for	expressing	and	communica;ng	intent	and	for	
monitoring	progress	

§  Targets	are	not	valuable	in	themselves,	but	obtain	value	from	
their	role	in	achieving	the	general	objec;ve	
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Damage versus distance to target 

§  Damage	methods	value	marginal	damage	directly	
§  DTT	methods	value	marginal	damage	rela;ve	to	a	target	level	
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Damage versus distance to target 

§  Damage	methods	value	marginal	damage	directly	
§  DTT	methods	value	marginal	damage	rela;ve	to	a	target	level	
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Damage	and	
DTT	values	
normalised	
per	unit	of	
damage		

§  Damage	valua;on	is	independent	of	level	of	total	damage			
§  DTT	valua;on	gives	lower	weight	to	a	damage	when	it	occurs	below	

the	top	of	the	marginal	damage	curve	and	increasingly	higher	weight	
to	same	damages	when	they	occur	above	this	point		



Damage versus distance to target 

§  Damage	valua;on	leads	to	decisions	that	reduce	damage	the	most	
§  A	target	is	a	means	to	an	end	(set	with	the	purpose	of	reducing	

damage)									Logically	consistent	to	focus	on	the	end	(the	reduc;on	of	
damage)	rather	than	on	the	target	

§  The	general	objec;ve	(reducing	damage)	can	be	transformed	into	
several	targets,	each	expressing	a	necessary	precondi;on	for	achieving	
the	general	objec;ve.	The	existence	of	mul;ple	targets	for	one	
objec;ve	can	give	rise	to	conflicts	between	targets,	which	can	only	be	
solved	ra;onally	by	referring	to	the	overall	objec;ve.	

§  DTT	valua;on	is	in	conflict	with	the	sustainability	concept	because	it	
does	not	value	the	same	damage	equally	across	;me	and	across	
affected	popula;on	groups	

	Damage	valua;on	is	the	relevant	method	for	PEF	
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Normalisation 

§  Irrelevant	for	damage	valua;on	because	the	marginal	damage	is	
independent	of	the	absolute	level	of	impact	-	may	even	give	rise	
to	confusion	and	bias	

§  Relevant	for	distance	to	target	valua;on	
§  Relevant	for	circumven;ng	the	ban	on	weigh;ng	in	ISO	14044	by		

using	the	desired	weigh;ng	factors	as	normalisa;on	factors,	i.e.,	
normalising	to	the	corresponding	target	reference	situa;on	
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How to minimise uncertainty in valuation? 

§  Minimise	the	varia;on	between	individual	values	by	sampling	
and	adjustment	techniques	that	ensure	representa;veness	

§  Perform	valua;on	at	the	final	damage	endpoints,	to	reduce	the	
number	of	valua;ons	that	needs	to	be	made	and	the	cogni;ve	
stress	on	par;cipants	

§  Control	for	bias	in	the	informa;onal	and	contextual	se]ng	of	
the	valua;on	
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Valuation in the PEF pilots 

§  JRC	project	(Huppes	et	al.	2012)	suggested	ensemble	modelling,	where	
each	individual	method	contributes	to	establish	the	uncertainty	of	the	
overall	result	

§  Not	followed	in	the	PEF	guidelines		
§  Instead	a	1:1	weigh;ng	of	the	normalised	results	from	the	14	midpoint	

indicators	was	suggested	
§  Such	a	1:1	weigh;ng	gives	arbitrary	importance	to	the	way	the	

indicators	are	chosen		
§  Means	that	no	single	impact	category	–	also	not	global	warming	-	can	

contribute	with	more	than	1/14	=	7.1%	
§  Example:	A	pilot	study	where	a	marginal	damage	assessment	would	be	

dominated	by	global	warming	and	par;culate	majer,	the	pilot	
screening	finds	global	warming	to	contribute	only	1.3-1.7%	to	the	
weighted	results,	and	par;culate	majer	only	2.8-4.1%,	iden;fying	
instead	resource	deple;on,	human	toxicity	and	fresh	water	ecotoxicity	
as	the	“most	significant	impact	categories”	
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Late test of different valuation methods  

§  PEF	Weigh;ng	Workshop	on	November	16th	2015	
§  JRC	spreadsheet,	sent	to	the	pilots	December	2015,	included	7	

single-score	methods	and	2	methods	where	the	aggrega;on	was	
done	only	to	the	level	of	each	separate	endpoints	

§  Of	the	7	single-score	methods,	5	were	DTT	valua;on	methods	
and	only	2	were	damage	valua;on	methods	

§  Damage	valua;on	methods	that	express	the	damage	in	
monetary	units	were	excluded	from	the	tes;ng	

§  The	results	from	this	tes;ng	has	not	yet	been	received	
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Why exclude values in monetary units? 

§  No	jus;fica;on	provided	for	the	exclusion	from	the	PEF	pilot	tes;ng	
§  Most	arguments	that	are	generally	being	used	as	cri;cism	of	monetary	

valua;on	techniques	apply	equally	to	non-monetary	valua;on	
techniques	

§  Only	excep;on	is	the	argument	that	expressing	items	in	monetary	
units	implies	a	commodifica;on	that	is	morally	ques;onable	

§  This	posi;on	is	supported	by	the	finding	that	commodifica;on	make	
survey	respondents	more	self-serving	and	less	altruis;c	

§  However:	
–  There	is	no	need	for	using	monetary	units	during	the	value	solicita;on.	If	

used,	the	commodifica;on	bias	can	be	corrected	for,	making	it	possible	
to	translate	between	monetary	and	non-monetary	units.	

–  There	is	no	need	to	express	the	final	single-score	in	monetary	units.	
Money	units	are	simply	used	for	convenience	by	many	decision-makers.	
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Preliminary recommendations I 

§  Damage	assessment	is	the	most	logical	choice	for	valua;on	for	
PEF,	due	to	its	focus	on	the	direct	trade-off	objec;ve	(reduc;on	
of	damage)	

§  When	performing	new	valua;on	studies,	minimise	uncertainty	
by	valuing	late	in	the	impact	chain,	by	appropriate	sampling	and	
adjustment	techniques	that	ensure	representa;veness,	and	by	
controlling	for	bias	in	the	valua;on	se]ng,	possibly	supple-
mented	by	delibera;ve	valua;on	for	trade-offs	that	are	
par;cularly	sensi;ve	or	conten;ous	

§  When	choosing	between	different	methods	for	damage	
valua;on,	the	guiding	rule	should	be	to	minimise	the	uncertainty	

§  Use	ensemble	modelling	to	take	advantage	of	the	aggregated	
results	from	all	valua;on	studies	that	fulfil	the	quality	criteria	
outlined	above	
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Preliminary recommendations II 

§  Apply	u;lity-weights	to	ensure	that	equal	weight	is	given	to	the	
values	of	each	individual	

§  Avoid	normalisa;on	of	damages	prior	to	valua;on		
§  Avoid	the	use	of	targets	in	valua;on,	due	to	the	inconsistency	

that	they	introduce	in	the	valua;on	of	similar	damages	across	
impact	categories	

§  When	communica;ng	PEF	results,	use	the	most	appropriate	unit,	
depending	on	the	audience.	That	values	have	been	obtained	by	
techniques	that	include	monetary	values	does	not	mean	that	
monetary	values	need	to	be	used	for	their	communica;on.	
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